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Abstract. Various types and massive amounts of data are being collected these days in multiple industries with
the rapid advancement of data collection technologies. Such a big data proliferation has provided new service
opportunities. For example, heavy equipment manufacturers monitor, diagnose, and predict product health
through prognostics and health management services using the data collected from heavy equipment.
Consequently, equipment managers can cope with potential product breakdowns and maximize product
availability for clients. This paper proposes a conceptual framework of a new class of services, called system
informatics-based service (SIS), where the main contents and values are created based on the analysis of the
system data. A review of related literature and real cases of SIS will be presented. The characteristics and
properties of SIS will also be discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We live in an information economy, in which data and
information are increasingly exchanged in activities in the
global economy (Apte and Karmarkar 2007). In particular,
various types and massive amounts of data are being collected
these days in multiple industries with the rapid advancement
of data collection technologies (Atzori et al. 2010). Such a big
data proliferation has provided new service opportunities. For
example, heavy equipment manufacturers monitor, diagnose,
and predict product health through prognostics and health
management (PHM) services (Lee et al. 2014). Consequently,
equipment managers can cope with potential product
breakdowns and maximize product availability for clients. In
this service, the manufacturers use PHM algorithms (Mortada
et al. 2014; Mehta et al. 2015) to analyze data collected fro m
heavy equipment.
A prerequisite for realizing such service opportunities is
an understanding of the identity of such services and their
development. However, related studies are nearly unknown.
Thus, this paper defines a new class of services called the
“system informatics-based services (SIS).” In SISs, the main
contents and values are created based on the analy sis of the
data collected from the system in question. Furthermore, this
paper also proposes a conceptual framework of SIS. The
proposed conceptual framework of SIS aims to represent the
overall production and delivery processes of SIS and helps one
to understand the unique characteristics and values of SIS. This
paper is expected to contribute to new SIS development in this
data-intensive information economy.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
SIS refers to a new class of services, where the main
contents and values are created based on the analysis of the
data collected from the system in question. The emergence of
SIS cases can be observed in diverse industries. This type of
service is based on the SI and related technologies, which
enables the collection and analysis of a huge amount of data.
Aside from current situation, academic research on SIS is
insufficient. In order to support and stimulate this research area,
the authors firstly reviewed various cases and related literature
for gathering insights about SIS. For instance, by utilizing car’s
engine rpm, temperature, or velocity data, the telematics
service has been developed by various automobile companies
and research institutes (Kakizawa et al. 2013). In addition,
there are many researches and practical service cases regard to
the building energy management service (BEMS). Based on
sensor-collected the data collected from buildings, many
researchers have investigated how to control the building
energy consumption in more efficient and environmental friendly ways (Klein et al. 2012).
This section introduces some of the studies highly

relevant to this paper. Subsection 2.1 reviews studies related to
the SIS concept. Subsection 2.2 reviews studies related to the
SI-NSD framework.

2.1 Studies Related To the SIS Concept
Researchers have discussed the contribution of IT to
service using several concepts such as the informatio n intensive service (Karmarkar and Apte 2007), IT-related
service (Huang and Rust 2013), technology-mediated service
(Schumann et al. 2012), and smart interactive service
(Wünderlich 2012). Each of the concepts has a different scope
and focus. The information-intensive service concept focuses
on the information interaction itself, regardless of technology
involvement. The IT-related service concept includes any type
of service creation and delivery in which IT plays a substantial
role. The technology-mediated service concept focuses on the
immediate exchange of information over long distances while
the smart interactive service concept focus es on intensive
human (i.e. customer and employee) actions in the smart
service in which services are delivered to or through intelligent
products.
The product–service system (PSS) concept is also highly
relevant with the SIS concept. The service-led competitive
strategy employed by manufacturing companies has generated
specific types of value propositions that integrate products and
services in a single system. Recent studies have called this
servitized value proposition “PSS” (Mont 2002). PSS has been
investigated in literature as a means of innovating productbased offerings in an economically, environmentally, and
socially sustainable manner (Tukker 2015). Over the past
decade, researchers have investigated PSS development to
facilitate PSS development tasks, such as strategic planning,
conception, and implementation (Cavalieri and Pezzotta 2012;
Kim et al. 2012).
Studies from an IT- or a product-oriented perspective are
also useful to understand data utilization in services although
they do not emphasize a service-oriented perspective. Atzori
et al. (2010) conducted an early survey to see various aspects
of the Internet of Things (IoT) phenomena. The study defines
the key components to actualize IoT, such as identification ,
sensing and communication technologies, and a software layer
or a set of sub-layers interposed between the technological and
the application. Barnaghi et al. (2013) discuss that the process
chain for Web of Things involves sensing raw data; p reprocessing, aggregation and filtering; metadata integration and
an n o t at io n ; p o s t -p ro ces s in g , ab s t ract io n , p at t er n

Table 1. Representative SIS cases in multiple industries

Types of Services

Description
The integrated use of telecommunications and informatics for application in

Telematics Service
vehicles with control of moving vehicles
Predictive Assets
Maintenance Service (PHMS)
Building Energy
Management Service (BEMS)

The total management service of a large plant system to avoiding unplanned
downtime
The computer-based service that helps to manage, control and monitor building
technical services and energy consumption

recognition; semantic analysis and interpretation; and
knowledge extraction and information visualization. Smart ,
connected product is a type of product in which physical, smart,
and connectivity components are integrated to provide
functions (Porter and Heppelmann 2014). The study argues
that what is fundamentally important of IoT phenomena is not
the internet, but the changing nature of things and the expanded
capabilities of things and the data they generate.
Compared to the traditional IT-based service concepts,
SIS focus mainly on “creating” information that effectively
accomplishes stakeholder goals, whereas the traditional ones
have emphasized the efficient “delivery” of information to
patients. Compared to the PSS concept, SIS focuses mainly on
the service using the data from product systems. Compared to
the IoT and smart, connected product concepts, SIS
emphasizes a service and customer-oriented viewpoint.

2.2 Representative cases of SIS
Data analytics technologies have been improved,
resulting in new types of services. For investigating these cases,
the authors collected more than 100 cases from various service
areas. Some representative SIS cases are presented in Table 1.
Various manufacturers have provided SISs as service
components of their products (Lim et al. 2015). For examp le,
agricultural machine manufacturers provide the precise
farming service that delivers farmers information on the exact
amount of fertilizer to spray on crops (Bettencourt 2010). This
service helps increase yield and minimize the amount of
fertilizer used. In this service, information identification is
based on the analysis of navigation and operation data
collected from agricultural machines. Meanwhile, heavy
equipment manufacturers monitor, diagnose, and predict
product health through prognostics and health management
(PHM) services (Lee et al. 2014). Consequently, equipment
managers can cope with potential product breakdowns and
maximize product availability for clients. In this service, the
manufacturers use PHM algorithms (Schwabacher and Goebel

2007; Zhang et al. 2013; Chien et al. 2014; Mortada et al. 2014;
Mehta et al. 2015) to analyze data collected from heavy
equipment. Similarly, manufacturers of documentrelated
products monitor and analyze data collected from the
document management processes of business customers (i.e.,
organizations that purchased copymachines or printers) to
acquire the necessary information to assist customers in
completing document-related tasks at reduced cost, hassle, and
consumable use (Rothenberg 2007).
Various SIS cases are seen in multiple industries and
essentially share a common framework: (1) data is collected
from target system(s), (2) data is analyzed and processed into
valuable information for potential demand from system(s) or
customers, (3) a new customized service is provided based on
the processed information.

3. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF SYSTEM
INFORMATICS-BASED SERVICES
As mentioned earlier, SIS is a new class of services that
fulfills system stakeholders’ needs and creates new value based
on results generated from system informatics. SIS has several
distinctive characteristics compared with other existing
services. Fundamentally, SIS is based on system informatics
and related technologies, which enables the collection and
analysis of a huge amount of data. Such data proliferation lays
the foundation for service provision, and consequently, the
result of data analytics unveils stakeholder’s needs more
objectively and effectively. Proactive customization is another
feature of SIS. When a system and its stakeholders continue
their interaction during service provision, the SIS’s target is not
only the system but also its stakeholders.
Based on various exploratory reviews, we derived a
common conceptual framework of SIS (Lee et al. 2015), which
is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SIS conceptual framework (Lee et al. 2015)
The SIS delivery procedure undergoes three phases: (1)
raw data collection, (2) data analytics, and (3) service
provision. First, the service provider collects raw data from a
target system. The raw data is collected by physical
measurement tools such as sensors or wearable devices, and
saved in the DB. Second, the pre-processed raw data goes
through data analysis tools (or machines). Data analytics
process results in useful information or knowledge in the form
of SIS content. Third, once information is accumulated, it is
packaged and delivered to the target stakeholders. Each of the
main components or activities of the SIS conceptual
framework is described next.
System: The system in the SIS conceptual framework is
a target of data acquisition for service provision, which
includes engineering systems, such as automobiles and
buildings, as well as natural systems, such as human beings,
plants, and animals. System is usually a primary source of data,
but in some cases, it can be a recipient of SIS as well.
Raw Data Collection: Raw data collection comprises
gathering the raw data of interest. This process consists of two
sub-processes, raw data capturing and raw data pre-processing.
In the former, a service provider must decide the type of raw
data to collect first. In raw data pre-processing, data-gathering
methods and gathered data are often loosely controlled. Thus,
the collected data must be screened into a usable form in the
DB.
Database: Database is any collection of the raw data of
what designer wants and the way it is organized (Ullman ,
1997). In the SIS conceptual model, raw data before DB

storage exists as an arbitrary form and does not have meaning
itself. Thus, the DB stores the data, which is already
preprocessed to fit the service provider’s purpose.
Data Analytics: Data analytics is the process of
converting raw data into useful information via data analysis
techniques (commonly called informatics). This process
comprises two sub-processes: data integration and data
analysis. Data integration involves combining different pieces
of data into an analyzable form. Data analysis involves
utilizing and refining a variety of techniques to analyze system
data and interprets the analysis results.
Information: Information has a meaning in a specific
context, mediating between data and its environment. In SIS,
information is extracted from raw data by proper data analytics
tools (or machines). Information represents considerable
potential to the system itself or its stakeholders. However, it
should be consolidated and refined so as to be delivered as a
service.
Service Provision: Service provision is to deliver the SIS
contents to the stakeholders. This process also involves
consolidating information as a deliverable service. The SIS
delivery should be made at a proper time, in a proper place,
and in a proper manner.
SIS Stakeholder: SIS stakeholders are defined as the
beneficiary of the SIS deliverables. They can be classified into
system providers and customers. The former consists of system
operator, administrator, or system designer. They are usually
insiders of the firm that provides the SIS. SIS customers
consist of business stakeholders (i.e., system users) and social

stakeholders (e.g., regulateors).

4. MAPPING SIS
CASES
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

ONTO

SIS

Two representative cases of SIS (namely, prognostics and
health management service and building energy management
service) are mapped onto the SIS conceptual framewo rk
presented in Section 3.
Case 1 – Prognostics and Health Management Service
(PHMS)
In equipment prognostics and health management service
(PHMS) (Lee et al., 2014), customers (i.e., system
administrators and managers) are concerned with the loss from
unexpected breakdowns or prolonged lead time in heavy
equipment operation processes. Thus, the service provider
collects equipment health and operation data, such as operation
rate, temperature, or usage time, for analysis (raw data
collection). The analysis process extracts useful information ,
which contains equipment’s safety prediction information or
breakdown symptom information (data analytics). The service
provider combines these pieces of information to form a
deliverable service that enhances the performance of
equipment directly to the system itself or sends an abnormal
signal to stakeholders and system administrators (service
provision). After the service delivery, follow-up remedial
actions may be taken by the stakeholders.
Case 2 – Building Energy Management Service
(BEMS)
In building energy management service (BEMS), the
owner of a building may be interested in saving cost by
enhancing energy efficiency. Therefore, many kinds of data,
such as energy resource consumption (electricity, gas, water,
and so on), status of light bulbs, or indoor/outdoor temperature,
are collected via IT-based sensors (raw data collection). Based
on the gathered data, an analytics process extracts hidden
information or patterns on energy consumption (data analytics).
By utilizing the information, the service provider provides a
solution to the building owner. For example, an intelligent
solution controls building’s energy usage depending on
people’s movement or external environment (service
provision). Similar to the preceding case, the building
administrator may take remedial actions to better control the
energy consumption.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Data proliferation is among the most noticeable trends in
the modern data-rich economy. More and more companies in
various industries wish to utilize their system data. SIS is a
natural outcome of such trends and concerns. Although many

cases have been observed and implemented in practice,
academic studies on SIS are scarce. This paper introduces SIS
and its conceptual framework by integrating insights in the
related literature of system informatics and service science.
The SIS conceptual framework will help understand SIS and
its production and delivery process. This work is expected to
aid practitioners in designing, developing, and operating new
SISs. In addition, this work presents an academic basis for
future studies on SIS. A series of follow-up studies on system
informatics-based new service development, SIS design, and
operation are warranted.
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